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Suppose that R is a regular local ring R = k{x,, . . . . x,} having maximal 
ideal M= (x,, . . . . x,) over a field k, and that I is a perfect ideal in R 
defining the algebra A = R/I. 
Let m denote the maximal ideal M+ I of a Cohen-Macaulay quotient 
A=R/I of R, and let A,=m’/m’+’ denote the ith graded piece of the 
associated graded algebra A* of A. The Hilbert series is H(A) = C f(A,) 2, 
where j(V) denotes the vector space dimension of the space Y over k. Our 
first purpose is to show that the Hilbert series of A is majorized by the 
Hilbert series of a compressed algebra determined by the socle type of A 
(Theorem 1). If dim -4 = t, and L = (L,, . . . . L,) is a generic linear A-regular 
sequence, let A= A/(L) denote the quotient algebra R/I+ (L) with 
maximal ideal nZ; and let (0 : 2) = {a E A ( riia = O> denote the socle of .J. 
The so& type E(.4) = E(A) is the series 
E(A) = H(A) - H( (A/(0 : S)) 
= 1 e,z’, where e, = I( 0 : 6) n ti’)/((O : ti) n Kz’+ ‘)). 
The second author defined a compressed Artin algebra A as one whose 
multiplicity m(A) = I(A) is maximal, given the socle type of 2, provided 
that E(A) is in a certain restricted set of series; he showed Theorem 1 for A 
graded Artin [I-CA], and for A Gorenstein Artin [I-CP]. R. Friiberg and 
D. Laksov extended the definition fcompressed algebra to graded CM. 
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algebras, studied their esolutions, and extended Theorem 1 to the case A 
Cohen-Macaulay graded [F-L]. We extend the inequality to C.M. local 
algebras A that need not be graded. Here the associated graded algebra A* 
need not be Cohen-Macaulay; even if A* is CM., its socle type may be dif- 
ferent from that of A. 
Assume that I is an ideal defining a Gorenstein quotient A of R. The 
second purpose of this article is to prove some sharp inequalities relating 
the order d(Z), the multiplicity m(A), the socle degree j(A), and-when 
height 1 is three-the number of generators u(l). Here the socle degree is 
the largest integer such that if L = (L, , . . . . L,) is a generic linear A-sequence 
-in the vector space R, = (x ,, . . . . x,)-then (1+(L)) 5 M’. Schenzel 
showed that for a graded Gorenstein algebra ,4 defined by a homogeneous 
ideal I of order d in R, 
He called A extremal Gorenstein when equality holds in (1). We generalize 
(1) to Gorenstein algebras A that need not be graded; furthermore, when 
there is equality in (1 )-when A is extremal Gorenstein-we show that A 
has an Artin quotient A that is compressed Gorenstein of even socle degree 
(Lemma 2.2). 
Such algebras A are among a class termed extremely compressed, studied 
in [E-G], [I-CA], [F-L], [FRO]; for example, A* =Gr,A has an 
almost-linear esolution. Under an additional assumption that the 
Gorenstein algebra A has codimension three, we obtain sharp inequalities 
for the multiplicity ~lz(A) in terms of the minimal number of generators 
u(1), and we show that m(A) is minimal iff A (or A) is extremal, in which 
case A* = Gr,A is also extremal Gorenstein (Theorem 2). The proof uses 
the Buchsbaum-Eisenbud structure theorem for height three Gorenstein 
ideals in R, as well as Lemma 2.2. The proof of the new part of Lemma 2.2 
(A extremal implies K extremely compressed) depends on a strong 
corollary of Theorem 1, concerning the Hilbert series of a Cohen- 
Macaulay Artin algebra. 
I. HILBERT FUNCTION OF A COHEN-MACAULAY LOCAL ALGEBRA 
Let A = R/I be a Cohen-Macaulay quotient of a regular local ring 
R=k(x,, . . . . x,.) over k, let m and M denote the maximal ideals of A and 
R, and let r denote the dimension of A. Using flat base extension, we may 
suppose without loss of generality hat R/m = k is infinite. Throughout the 
paper, L=(L,, . . . . L,) denotes a t-tuple of elements of M that are an 
A-sequence, and whose images L + I= (L, + , . . . . L, + I) in m are linearly 
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independent mod nap. In this section we suppose further that the ideal 
(L + I) is a minimal reduction of m, in the sense of Northcott and Rees 
[N-R]. Let R= R/(L) and K=A/(L+I) with maximal ideals li;i and rtz. 
Then the length I(A) as a k-vector space satisfies j(2) =m(A), the multi- 
plicity of A, which we denote by N. It is easy to see that riiN = 0 and hence 
that the ideal (L + 1) contains MN for any t-tuple L determining a minimal 
reduction L + I of m. Hence, by generic A-sequence L in R, or L + I in A, 
we mean those such that the vector spaces (L) + MN, or (L) + I+ MN, 
are parametrized by a Zariski-dense open subset of the Grassmanian 
Grass(t, R/MN) or Grass(r, A/n@‘) of length t subspaces. 
The socle of 2 is the A-submodule Sot A= (0 : rii) annihilated by %. We 
denote by ti’ = my(L + I) the A-module w/M r\ (L + I); its socle satisfies 
Sot ~2’ = (Sot A) n F$. The delinition below of the socle type of A depends 
on the lengths I(Socti’); we need the constancy of these lengths for 
quotients A defined by a generic A-sequence L + I in A. More generally 
Avramov and the second author have shown 
LEMMA 1.1. There are integers c,(i, s), and a Zariski-dense open sub- 
variety U of Grass(t, A/m”) such that if the quotient 2 is defined by an A- 
sequence L + I determining a vector space (L > + I parametrized by a point 
of U, then the terms in the intersection of the LoeM’)) and m-adic.filtrations 
on A have lengths 
I( 0 : 52”) n ti’) = c,(i, s). 
Outline of prooJ: First show that the lengths l(ti’) are constant for a 
generic quotient: Let c,q(i) bethe maximum length of fi’ achieved for any A 
with rii’ achieved for any A with r?r N = 0; then 
l(r3) = CA(i) c> /((nz’/m”)/(nz’n (L + Z)/mN)) 2 CA(i), 
an open condition on L + I-defined by the nonvanishing of a suitable 
minor of matrices whose rows correspond to multiples of the Li+ I by 
elements of a basis of A/mN, the result expressed in terms of the basis. 
Now let e,, . . . . e, and f,, . . . . f, be elements of 172~ and mS inducing a basis 
of ti’ and ti” for generic L + 1, and consider a homomorphism r(& s, L + I): 
k” + (I-$)” + k”” obtained by multiplying the e’s by the f’s, quotienting 
mod L + 1, and then writing the results in terms of the images ei, . . . . 2, = 
e, + L, . . . . e, + L. The term (0 : 6”) n ti’ is k-isomorphic to the kernel of 
z(i, s, L); an argument similar to that above for Z(ti’) shows that its length 
is constant for generic L + I. 1 
Recall that the Hilbert function H(B) = C hi(B) zi of an R-module B is 
the numerical series where k,(B) = I( MB/M’+ ‘B). 
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DEFINITION. The socle type E(A) = 1 e,z’ is; equivalently, 
(1) The difference H(J) - H(&‘Soc(A)), for generic I.. 
(2) The series x e$ where e, = &Soc(5z~),/Soc(fi’+‘)) forsuch L. 
Now let s = Y - t be the codimension of z4; recall that R: is the space of 
degree i forms in R, and that I(8,) = (S+:p I). 
DEFINITION OF COMPRESSED ALGEBRA. Given a nonnegative series, 
(1) Let H,, denote the series H,, = x he,.,:‘, where 
II E,u =min C (4R-,))(e,), 4R) . ( U>,, 1 
(2) The compressed socle type E’ associated to E. s is 
e, if17E.,,I= 1 I(R,-,)e,,. 
E’ = 1 e:z’ with e: = 
U>, 
mix (f(R,)- C l(R,, -,I e,,), 0 
( 
otherwise. 
L, >I ) 
Note that E’ d E termwise, and that H,,, = HE ,. 
(3) The C.M. local algebra A of socle type E dimension t and 
codimension I’ - t is compressed if E = E’, H(A) = H& ,i and the function 
H’,, _ r = H,,, ,/( 1- z)I. 
We now compare the Hilbert series of A and .4. If M is an R-module, let 
H”(M), the ath sum Hilbert function, denote the series 
H”(M) =I h;(M) ;‘= H(M);:(l -:)“. 
A result of Singh [SI], quoted in [SA 3.1, Chap. 31, is 
h,‘(A/L,A))-h,(A)=l((m’+‘:L,R)/m’). 
It follows that 
H(.4) < H’(A) termwise. (3) 
There is equality in (2) iff (L) is also an A* sequence. 
By (2) and Proposition 3.7 of [I-CA] the algebra A is compressed 
iff A* is C.M. and compressed (for example, A compressed implies 
m(A) = nz(A) = m(A’) = m(A’) where A’ is a compressed Artin of the same 
socle type E; Proposition 3.7 of [I-CA] implies H(A) = H(A’), so there is 
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equality in (2)-implying that A* is C.M. and compressed). The existence 
of compressed algebras of any socle type E= E’ is shown in [I-CA] for A 
Artin, and in [F-L] for A general. 
THEOREM 1. If A is a Cohen-Macaulay quotient of R, of dimension t, 
codimension I’ - t, and socle t)lpe E, then 
H(A) < Hi,r _ r termwise. 
In particular, ifA is Artin, H(A) < H,,. In either case, A has Hilbert 
function H(.4) majorized bJ9 that of a compressed algebra of its dimension, 
codimension, and tl’pe E’ associated with E. 
Proof By (2) it suffices to show the case .4 Artin, and without loss of 
generality we assume E = E’. Let D be the divided power algebra built on 
d 1, ..., d : the graded piece D, = ( Id’;“‘. . d?) 1 C n, = iz} ), and 
d,d;“) = (n + 1) d, (‘I+ I). Define an action (T: R, x D, + DC-i by extending the 
operations x; 0 dr’ = dp-“’ (taken as zero if v < u), and xi 0 4 = 0 if a #b 
(See [F-L], Appendix; [I-CA]). Thus, D is an R-module. The dual module 
A^ = 1I = {dE D such that h 0 d= 0 for all h E I>. Suppose d has “good” 
R-module generators f,, .. . . f, E D, where f, has degree c,, and 
Cl 3c,3 . . . 3 c,. Then the socle type E = C zL’ (See [I-CA], Sect. 2A; [F- 
L] for the existence of such a good generating set for a). Let M denote 
here the module M = @ ; R. Define submodules of M, 
M(s)= Us,, . . gJ> I g,of,+ ... +w.bR~Dc,-.I 
K(s) = {(g,, . . . . g,) > ) g, E (x)~--(~‘-~~) for each i} 
(take (x))‘=(x)-2= ... =0) 
and let 
N(s) = M(s)/K(s). 
Let G denote (g,, . . . . g,,)E M(s) and G its class in N(s). Note that 
R,M(s) = ({x,G I GE M(s), X,E RI >) is a subset of M(s + l), and that 
R,K(s) c K(s + 1); thus R, 0 kN(.s) maps naturally to N(s+ 1). In 
particular, any element xi E RI defines an injection 
0,: N(s) + N(s + l), by o,(G) = Zi G, the class in N(s + 1). (3) 
The injectivity results from the implication 
XI g, E C-u) s+l-(CI-c,)jglE(X)S-(~L-LI)~ 
The submodule M(c, + 1) = (G 1 G 0 FE R 0 D _ I = 0} is the annihilator in 
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M of F= (fi, . . . . f,) E D’. Let # I/ denote E( I/) = dim, I/. Let j= c1 Then 
for Artin A = R/I, and for j-s 3 d(Z), the Hilbert function H(A) satisfies 
/I,-,=#A,-,=#((Ro(f, ,..., fehR~D,-,)lR~(f ,,..., f,)nR~D,_,-,)) 
= #((WsVMj+ 1))/(Mbf lj/MCj+ 1)) 
= #(Mjs)/M(s+ 1)) 
= #N(s)- #N(s+ 1 j+ #(K(s)/K(s+ 1 j) 
3 Ws+l) ~ 
as M(sj K(s + 1) 
3 
K(s) 3 
= #(K(s),/K(s+ l))-(#N(s+ l)- #N(s)) 
=C’ #R”+c’l-‘z)-(#N(~+ l)- #N(sj), 
whereC’isover iIsac,-c,. (4) 
Since j - s 3 d(I), the sum is A,,,., ~~J ;hence 
h/-2 = b.,,*--J (#A%+ 1 j- #N(S)), 
<h E.r./-r by the injectivity of F,. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 1 
In the following corollary, we denote by /I,,~ the sum CUa 1 ( #R,,+ ,)(e,) 
that appears in the Definition of Compressed Algebra. 
COROLLARY. If A = R/I is Artin of socle type E = E’, and if also 
1~~2 II~,~,, - (r - 2 j f or some integer i, then for each integer u > i, there is 
equality h, = h E,r.u. 
Proof. Let s = j - i. The hypotheses and (4) above imply ( # N(s + 1) - 
#N(s)) d (r - 2). We claim N(s) =O, if not, choose Ir EM(s) inducing 
I;E N(s) nonzero and least divisible by x1. Then the classes x,h, . . . . s in 
N(s + 1) would be linearly independent of c,(N(s)), contradicting the 
inequality. Since N(s) = 0, the injectivity of G,, for s’ c s implies N(s’) = 0 
for s’ d s. The corollary now follows from (4) with s replaced by s’. 1 
Remark. It is unknown whether m(A) maximum for algebras of the 
same socle type, dimension, and codimension as A suffices to assure A 
compressed when A* is not assumed to be C.M. 
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Remark (Stronger Inequalities for H(A)). The proof of Theorem I can 
be combined with inequalities in [MAC-21, [WH], [STAN] for the 
Hilbert function of R-submodules of M, to show stronger inequalities for 
H(A). Suppose, for example, that A = 2 is Gorenstein Artin, nongraded, of 
codimension three, and of socle degree 7, and that lz, = 1, h6 = 3, but 
h,=4. Then M=R and #(N(3)2)= #(M(3),= #R,-hj=2. Then 
R,N(3), c N(4), and has a length of at least 5, while R,N(3)? c N(5)4 and 
has a length of at least 9, by the inequalities for the Hilbert functions of 
ideals in R. It follows from the proof of Theorem 1 that H(A) is majorized 
by (I, 3, 6, 10, 7, 4, 3, 1). For example, h, = # R3 - (#N(4) - #N(3)) 6 
lo-3=7. 
However, even these stronger inequalities, plus known information about 
the Hilbert series of graded algebras, do not yet determine the Hilbert 
series of nongraded Gorenstein Artin quotients of h-(x,, x2}. The Hilbert 
function series of these algebras-which are complete intersections-are 
delimited by Macaulay ([MAC-l 1; see also [I-DCI], Appendix; [I-TC]). 
What are the possible series for the Hilbert series of a codimension three 
Gorenstein algebra? 
Remark. (Extension to Noetherian Modules over R). Miri has recently 
extended the notion of compressed and certain results in [I-CA] as well as 
Theorem 1 above to Artin modules over the complete local ring R. His 
work implies an extension of Theorem 1 to Noetherian modules over R 
(see [Ml). 
II. EXTREMAL GORENSTEIN ALGEBRAS 
For the moment, in order to motivate Theorem 2, we assume that 
A = R/I is a graded Gorenstein Artin quotient of the regular local 
R=k{x , , . . . . x,>. The socle degree i(,4) is the largest integer j such that 
mJi4 # 0, and d(Z) is the initial degree or order of I. We let j’ = 2d- 2, and 
j= j(A). Let n(j) denote the multiplicity of a compressed Artin Gorenstein 
algebra quotient B of R having socle degree ,j; since its Hilbert function is 
H(B) = x6 min(l(R,), I(R,- ;j) z’. the integer n(j) = Cd min(l(R,), f(R,-,)). 
The following lemma is an easy consequence of the symmetry of the Hilbert 
function H(A). Note that A is estremal in the sense of Schenzel iff 
j= 2d- 2 (equality in part (b)). 
LEMMA 2.1. If A = R/I is a graded Gorenstein Artin quotient of R, then 
(a) The multiplicity m(A) satisfies n(j’) < m(A) < n(j). 
(b) The socle degree j(A)>j’ (=2d-2). 
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(c) The Hilbert function H(A) satisfies 
H(A) G C min(l(R,), I(& ,)) z’ termwise. 
(d) H(A) >C (min(l(R,), I(R,,-,)) z’termwise. 
If A satisfies quality on the left of (a) or in (b), then A satisfies equality in 
(a)-(d) and is compressed of even socle degree, or, equivalently, extremai in 
the sense of Schenzel. If ,4 satisfies equality on rhe right of (a), then A 
satisfies equality in (c) and is compressed (nonextremal when j is odd). 
Conjecture. The statements of Lemma 2.1 are true for Gorenstein Artin 
algebras -4 = R,iI. 
What can we show? Theorem 1 implies that statements (b), (c), and the 
second inequality m(A) <n(j) of (a) are true for general Gorenstein Artin 
algebras. That j = j’ implies that ,4 is compressed follows from the corollary 
of Theorem 1, with i equal to d- 1, if I’ 3 2. Thus we have shown (see 
[SCH, I-CA, I-CP] for all but -4 extremal implies equality in (c)): 
LEMMA 2.2. If A = R/I is a Gorenstein Artin quotient Q” R and r 2 2, 
therl 
(a) The multiplicitJ9 m(A) satisfies m(A) < n(j). 
(b) The socle degree j(A)>j’ (=2d-2j. 
(c) The Hilbert function suti:fies H(A) d HE.r, inhere E = 2’. 
if A satisfies quality in (b) (so A is extremal), it satisfies quality in (a) and 
(c), and is compressed of even socle degree. [f A satisfies equality in (a), ir 
satisfies equality in (c) and is compressed. 
In addition, when ,4 has codimension three, we can use the 
Buchsbaum-Eisenbud structure theorem [B-E] to obtain a result closer to 
the conjecture. The ideal I is generated by the maximal Pfaffians-square 
roots of the diagonal minors-of an alternating v x u matrix with entries in 
the maxomal ideal M of R. It follows that the order d= d(l) and the 
minimal number of generators o= v(l) satisfy d(I) b (v(l) - 1)/2, or 
u(I)d2d+ 1 if A = R/I is codimension three Gorenstein. (51 
We consider below those Gorenstein algebra quotients of R having 
arbitrary dimension and codimension three. The Artin case of our result is 
weaker than the conjecture--we replace j’ = 2d - 2 in part (a) of 
Lemma 2.1 by the possibly smaller u - 3 = 2d’ - 2 where d’ = (c(l) - 1),/2, 
and we give no lower bound for H(A). Note that the integer 
n(2d’ - 2) 7 n(v -- 3) = (c3 - v)/24. 
Before stating Theorem 2, we relate a codimension three Gorenstein 
algebra A = R/I to an Artin quotient. We assume k is infinite. After a 
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change of basis in R, we may assume that L + I= (x1 + I, . . . . x, + I) is a 
system of parameters for A that is also a generic A-sequence in the sense of 
Lemma 1.1. Let R denote the ring K{x,, x2, x3} with maximal ideal M, 
and let I= (L + I) n R. The quotient A = .4/(L + I) = R/7 has a maximal 
ideal I%, has multiplicity m(A) = m(A), and satisfies ~(0 = u(l), d(l) = d(l). 
The socle degree j(A) =defj(K), the largest integerj such that %‘A#O; by 
Lemma 1.1, j(A) does not depend on the choice of the generic A-sequence. 
Again following Schenzel, we say that A is extremal Gorenstein if the socle 
degree of A and the order of I are related by j(A ) = 2d- 2. That A extremal 
Gorenstein implies that A * = Gr,A is extremal Gorenstein has been shown 
independently by Valla, under the hypotheses below (an earlier version of 
this paper had posed this as a problem, for dim A > 0). 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that A is a codimension three Gorenstein algebra 
quotient of R. Then 
(a) The multiplicity m(A) satisfies n(v-3)<m(A)<n(j). 
(b) The socle degree j( A ) 3 j’ ( = 2d - 2). 
(c) If j(A) = 2a or 2a + 1, the Hilbert function H(A) satisfies 
If A satisfies equality in the left of (a) or in (b), then A and A* are both 
extremal Gorenstein, there is equality in aN parts, j(A) is even, and 
H(A) = Hr&’ for E = tJ. If A satisfies equality on the right of (a), then A 
satisfies equalit?, in (c) and so H(A) = H,,, and 2 is compressed; ifj is also 
even then A is extremal Gorenstein. 
Proof of Theorem 2. First, we need to show the left inequality in (a), as 
well as show that n(v - 3) = m(A) implies j= 2d - 2 (hence, by Lemma 2.2, 
that A satisfies the equality in all parts). We defer the proof that A 
extremal implies A* extremal. Suppose A has the minimum possible mul- 
tiplicity, given v(I). We assume, w.l.o.g., that A = A and A = R/I with 
Z= Pf P, the ideal generated by the maximal Pfaffians of an alternating 
matrix P with entries pl/ EM. We know there are compressed graded 
Gorenstein Artin algebras A’ = R/I’ having socle degree j(A’) = v - 3 = 
2d’ - 2, with v = ~(1’) = v(l), defined by Pfaffian ideals I’ = Pf P’ where 
PIERI = (x,, x2, xX) (see [I-CA, B-E, E-I]). It follows that we can 
deform the matrix P to an alternating matrix P(T) whose entries are in 
R[ T], where T is a transcendental, such that the ideal I(T) = Pf P(T) in 
R(T) = ROk k(T) defines an algebra A(T) of socle degree v - 3. The 
minimality of m(A) given v(l) implies m(A( T)) > m(A), but deforming the 
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entries of A leads to m(A(T)) <<t(A), and the multiplicity isunchanged. 
Hence, the deformation of A to A(T) is flat. It is easy to see that the socle 
degree j(A)dj(A(T)) ( see [EMS, Proposition 181 for a general result). 
Consequently, j(A) = u - 3 = 2d’ - 2. By Lemma 2.2 the algebra A, assumed 
Artin, is compressed of even socle degree; so A is extremal. 
We now show that A extremal Gorenstein implies that cl* is extremal 
Gorenstein (the converse results from the general fact A* Gorenstein 
implies A Gorenstein). The Artin quotient 2 is compressed Gorenstein of 
even socle degree by Lemma 2.2; its associated graded algebra .?i* is also 
extremal Gorenstein, by Proposition 3.7 of [I-CA]. The ideals 7 in 
R=k(xl, x2, x,> and P in R* = k[X, , X,, X,) defining 2 and >* have 
minimal sets of generators fi, . . . . fL and their initial forms F,, ..~, F , 
respectively, areall of order d. This results from the identity H(A) = H,,, 
requiring at least v generators of order d for 7 and T*, and the almost- 
linearity ofthe minimal R* resolution of ,;7* (Proposition 4.1 of [I-CA], or 
[E-G]), showing that P = (F,, . . . . F,.). Since u(l) = I;(T) and d(l) = d(T) by 
the genericity ofthe A-sequence L + I defining 2, the ideal Ihas a minimal 
set of generators Jr, . . . . f,,, each of order d. Consider the ideal 
J= (F,, . . . . F,) in R* = Gr,R=k[X,, . . . . X,], generated by the initial 
forms F, off,, and also consider the completions j= Jk and i* = I*R in 
9 = R = k( Xi, . . . . X, >, the power series ring. Since Jc I*, the quotient 
B = R*/J has dimension at least I’ - 3; since B/(X,, . . . . X,) -t- J= 2” is Artin, 
the ideal j in R has height three. 
We now use the structure theorem of [B-E] to show that B is 
Gorenstein and J= I*. Consider the alternating matrix P with entries in 
M c R, whose maximal Pfaflians are fr, . . . . jr, and let P* be the matrix 
whose entries are the initial forms-of degree one-of the entries of P. The 
maximal Pfaffians ofP* are F,, . . . . F,: each Pfafhan J;: of P is the square 
root of an order D - 1 determinant in the entries of P, which are in M; we 
know the initial forms F, have order d= (a(Z) - 1)/2, so they involve only 
elements of P*. Thus the ideal 3 has height three in the regular local ring R 
and is defined by the Pfaflians ofan alternating matrix P*: by the structure 
theorem B (hence B) is Gorenstein. 
It suffices now to show that j= I^* in R (see [NA, Sect. 29.21). The 
columns of P* generate the first syzygy module of j, while the columns of 
P generate the first syzygies of 1: thus, every relation along the generators 
of j extends to one among the generators of f. It follows that fi, . . . . f, are 
standard generators of i, meaning F,, . . . . F, generate i* (see [B-V], 
Corollary 1.10-J). We resume this: Suppose that FEN* is the initial form 
of f =Chif,; if degree F= d+min(order iz,) then F=C H,F, with H, 
the initial form of h,. Otherwise, C’ H,F, = 0, with C’ over the IIf of 
minimum degree; this relation extends to C’ h:fi= 0; the difference 
C Iz,j, - C’k: f, = f is an expression of higher apparent order. That J= I* 
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completes the proof that A is extremal implies that A* is extremal; further- 
more, that ,4 * = B is Gorenstein implies that (X,, . . . . XV’,) + J is a linear 
A *-sequence, and H(A) = H;y3. This completes the proof. 1 
Remark. Often, that A* is good (as Cohen-Macaulay, or Gorenstein) 
implies that ri is good. The other direction, as A extremal Gorenstein 
implies A * extremal Gorenstein, is more unusual, particularly when dimen- 
sion A > 0 (see [A-A]). Its proof in the case above is taken substantially 
from a note, “On the Extremal Gorenstein Algebras,” by the first author. Is 
there a way to avoid use of the structure theorem? If so, one might extend 
the statement o arbitrary codimension, and to non-Gorenstein algebras A
for which A is extremely compressed (for which A* has an almost-linear 
resolution-see [I-CA, Proposition 4.1; E-G; F-L]). 
Remark. Theorem 2 implies that any equicharacteristic Gorenstein 
local algebra of codimension three satisfies 
o(l) 6 c,m(Ap3, where c3 = 24ij3. (6) 
The almost-linearity of the resolution of an extremal graded Gorenstein 
Artin algebra of codimension r, socle degree j = 2a, shows d= a + 1 and 
t’(l)=I(R,+,)-I(R,_,). The multiplicity m(A)=2(‘~“)-(‘+“,-I) and 
satisfies m(A) = v(I)(a + 1 )(a + r - l)/(r(r - 1)). Consequently, an extremal 
Gorenstein algebra of codimension r satisfies 
u(1) < c,m(A)’ -2r, where c, = r(r - 1)(2/r!)“‘. (7) 
Theorem 2 suggests that the extremal Gorenstein algebras are defined by 
ideals having the greatest number of generators, given m(A). If Theorem 2a 
generalizes to codimension greater than three, then (7) would hold for 
arbitrary equicharacteristic Gorenstein local algebras. 
D. Berman showed that the number of generators u(l) of an ideal 
defining an Artin quotient -4 of A satisfies 
U(I) d c:w~(A jl-l!r, where c: = r/(r!)? 
This inequality is valid for codimension r Cohen-Macaulay quotients A of 
a regular local ring; it arises from a sharp inequality for nz(A) in terms of 
u(l). The coefficient CLis an improvement over this special case in the 
results of Sally [SA-21, and Boratynski, Eisenbud, and Rees [B-E-R]; 
these authors, as well as Shalev, have studied t)(I) for ideals in more general 
Cohen-Macaulay local rings. 
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